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Abstract 

 
Bottles obtained by unbounded extrusion blow molding process must first be designed to meet a number of specific 
requirements related to the phase of filling and subsequently closing on the production line, and during their use. 
Closing phase in plastics blowing packaging often is critical. Value of the force necessary for the integral connection 
of the closure (cap) with the neck and bottle body can cause excessive displacements in some part of bottle. Often this 
involves the improper design of the neck part of the blowing package. The influence of PE-HD bottle wall thickness 
and the modified construction on deformation occurring during bottle closing phase was presented – closing closure 
onto the neck of the bottle. These phenomena are verified through software Abaqus simulation. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Blow molding parts counted among those the hollow plastics parts. They can be classified in 
this group if they meet the following geometrical requirements: have a relatively thin wall that 
surrounds a hollow surface, and holes present in these objects are much smaller than the inner 
surface, eg. bottles, fuel tanks, surfboards [3]. Hollow parts products reach a volume of 2 cm3 to 
70 m3 (eg. rotational molding products). Construction form and design of blowing products 
example bottles is often conditioned by many factors and requirements that packaging must meet. 
The most important include [2, 7]: 

- proper design and manufacturability, 
- ensuring the stability of the bottling line, 
- protection of the product, ensuring safe transport and storage of the product, 
-     optimum use of space occupied, 
- customer interest of product placed in a bottle (marketing function), 
- appropriate quality understood as an interesting shape of the bottle, 
-    ergonomics of use, 
- recyclability and environmental protection. 
Each blow molded container can divided into three basic areas [7]: the neck, the body and the 

bottom. Each of these areas should have specific characteristics, in order to meet the expectations 
of the final bottle. A very important fact from the point of view the proper operation of the bottling 



 

line is to maintain sufficient rigidity of the bottle and the minimal axial deformation at a given 
level. Excessive bottles axial deformation created during its filling and closing, eg. pressed closed 
flip-top type, can contribute to complexity of the filling and closing bottles process. 

Interrelationship and structural relations between the three main areas of bottles determine the 
wider functionality bottle at every stage of her life: manufacturing, filling, operation. Malfunction 
leading to an increase in resistance to all kinds of forces acting on the bottle is to increase the wall 
thickness of the entire package. Assigning specific characteristics of the bottles should be made as 
a result of the introduction of certain structural modifications (geometric) contributing to the 
fulfillment of the requirements. Often defined geometrical characteristics of packaging (shape) 
influence on increasing the susceptibility to impact axial loads. No possibility to change the 
geometrical shape influences the need of supplementary reinforcing ribs in the transition area 
between the neck and the body of the bottle. 

Also to improve specific construction requirements or performance may be done through the 
Ansys-Polyflow [6] software used for assessment and evaluation processes such as extrusion blow 
molding. Further information on design manufacturability blow molding product are available in 
[3, 7]. 

An important requirement for the construction area of the neck and body strength is the axial 
load. Stresses in the blowing container are mainly due to [2, 7]: 

• filling on bottling lines, 
• pressure force during the packing closing, 
• transport, 
• storage (weight of next bottle layers on a pallet). 
In order to provide appropriate values of stresses caused by axial load should be smoothly 

shaped transitions between different parts of bottle (in particular the transition between neck and 
body). It is undesirable to use sharp undercuts, which can cause stress concentrations in this area, 
which can lead to irreversible distortion of the container during filling phase or closing closure. It 
is desirable that all shapes present in the structure of the body (reinforcing ribs, vertical stiffen, 
grooves, etc.) should be flat and rounded, thus providing adequate strength [7]. 

In the critical points may be suitably increasing the thickness of the container wall (so that the 
structure be able to transport larger axial load). Each wall part thickness increasing generates 
additional material costs, energy consumption during manufacturing [4, 5] and weight of the final 
product [7]. 

Useful software to estimate the deformations and displacements due to the axial load is Abaqus 
software [8]. Software allows defining the basic bottle parameters description and then assessing 
the conditions of inflicted load. In this paper the estimation of deformation in the axial load 
direction was done for the bottle with a defined geometry and wall thickness, and the modified 
geometry by the additional reinforcing two ribs on neck and body transition. 

   
2. Explanation of experiment 
  

The considered object in the modeled simulation using Abaqus [8] is a product of axially 
symmetric (bottle) [1]. Geometry and dimensions are shown in Fig. 1. Also, the purposes of these 
works were made design changes in the transition area between the container neck and body by 
adding reinforcing rib (Fig. 2). According to the author, ribs should improve rigidity in this bottle 
area . 

Figure 2 illustrated bottle neck in the initial configuration of the top load condition, occurring 
in the real production situation during the establishment of a flip top closure. The adopted value of 
the load is 120N. 



 

The bottle material used in the simulations is a high density polyethylene HDPE, which at 
ambient conditions has a Young's modulus 1,4GPa and Poisson's ratio v = 0,43. For the purpose of 
the work was also adopted other assumptions: 

- the force acting on a bottle cap through the pressure, transferred to the locking ring (Fig. 3), 
what simulating traverse and the stress occurring in the bottle during the first crucial phase of 
closing, 

- to increase the uniformity of the load force acting on the locking ring was converted to the 
load with the pressure "p". 

- simulations realized for the model with different ranges of bottle wall thickness g: 0.6; 0.8; 1; 
1.2mm. 

- from the point of view the filling line and closing the bottle, it is assumed possible 
deformation (maximal displacement – MD in the direction of the force) on the value 
MD=0.25mm. 

                                     

  
 

Fig. 1. Considered CAD model: a)  bottle model b) caps model 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. Considered modified geometry: neck and body shoulder with ribs 
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Fig. 3. Model of top load during bottle closing by plastics caps 
4. Experiment results 
 

Based on the experimental objectives and the change to the bottle model geometry, in the 
results were obtained deformation (displacements) in the “p” force direction, which is presented 
graphically in Fig. 4. The  absence  of  the  reinforcing  rib  in  the  area  of  the  bottle  neck causes 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  Different values of bottle deformation obtained in Abqus simulation, and maximum displacements( MD), 
depending on the bottle type construction (with ribs and without ribs) and a different value of wall thickness 
 

Direction of main neck load 



 

 a relatively large accumulation of distortion and increasing the value of displacement (MD) of the 
top bottle area, with decreasing wall thickness “g”. Modification of the bottle geometry by ribs 
decreases the values of displacements and their more extensive distribution of to the rest bottle 
body and in final results minimizing distortion. The state of excessive movement around the neck 
area give negative affects for the filling and closing the bottle during real manufacturing 
conditions. 

Adopted initial criterion of shipment at a maximum level MD=0.25mm is met for the bottle 
without ribs and a wall thickness g=1.2 mm, while the bottle with the rib meet this criterion for 
g=0.8mm. Reveals here a clear effect of additional reinforcing rib on minimizing deformation in 
bottle neck area. The greatest effect of the presence ribs to increase the resistance to deformation, 
it is noted for the bottle minimal considered wall thickness of g=0.6mm. A difference in 
displacement is 1mm. For increasing the wall thickness (g = 0.8; 1; 1.2mm) differences in two 
kind of bottle construction – sequence are: 0.9; 0.8; 0.7mm (Fig. 4). In addition, the presence of 
the ribs substantially minimizes the use of polymeric material (approximately up to 30%) and lead 
to manufacturing the bottle while maintaining the criterion MD=0.25mm. Also, it affects the 
overall energy efficiency improvement in extrusion blow molding process. The wider energy 
efficiency criteria described in literature [5, 6]. 
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Fig. 5.  Value of maximal displacement for bottle without and with ribs  

 
 
5. Final consideration and summary 
 

The process of blow molding is a highly effective process of forming and packaging products 
of technical with different geometries. However, the only proper form of packaging design can 
provide to meet certain requirements, including those resulting from mechanical loads. 

In order to meet specific guidelines related to maximum bottle deformation occurring during 
the closing container by flip-top closure, there is often a need to modify of the bottle design. 
Modifying of the construction should not be complex. Very often the adding ribs geometry effect 
of increasing resistance to deformation. In the present case it has been clearly shown. Activities 
related to the modification of the bottle construction are desirable because it will give no need to 
thicken the bottle wall to meet resistance demand on axial deformation. Also lead to saving 
polymer material consumption. Abaqus CAE software is useful tool in this case to the evaluation 
of initial bottle features which required meeting in real line production manufacturing. 
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